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Fields 
Let K be a normal real field with a metabelian Galois group G of order pm, 
where p is prime. This paper gives necessary conditions for K to have Minkowski 
units. The main condition is a relation bounding the class number of K and the 
class numbers of certain subfields of K. These conditions become sufficient when the 
class number of the maximal real subfield of the cyclotomic field Q(r is one. 
((~ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
| .  INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the Galois structure of the unit group of a normal 
real algebraic number field with a metabelian Galois group G of order pm,  
p being an odd prime, which is a non-trivial semidirect product of the 
cyclic group S of order p by an abelian group T of order m, such that the 
order of every element of T divides p -  1. It is well-known that every such 
group is uniquely determined by S, T and a non-trivial p-adic character Z
of T. We then have 
t s t -  ~ = s z(') for s e S, t e T. 
By ~ we denote a fixed primitive pth root of unity. Let tr be a generator 
of S, To = Ker Z, no --- # To, n = m/no. A fixed representative of the generat- 
ing coset in T/To  is denoted by t~ and we also set 
~=(1-~)Zp[~], p=(1-~)Z[~], ~o=~nZe[~] T. 
Let K/Q be a real normal extension with Galois group G, which satisfies 
our assumptions. For any subgroup H of G we put 
,O= Z h, 
h~H 
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and define 
K0=K r~ L= KJ; k= K s, ko= K st', Ro= Z[ T]/~rZ, R, =Z[GJ /GZ.  
For any algebraic number field M we denote by hM its class-number. 
Our aim is to obtain some new arithmetical necessary conditions for the 
existence of a Minkowski unit which in certain cases turns out to be both 
necessary and sufficient. We show (see Theorem 2.8 below) that if K has a 
Minkowski unit then 
n _ pn 1 hkoh c/h xo - (1.1) 
If this condition is satisfied, G is metacyclic, k has a Minkowski unit, the 
maximal real subfield of Q(~) has class-number one, and the map of the 
factor-group of units of K by { + 1 } to its counterpart in k induced by the 
norm is surjective, then (1.!) implies the existence of a Minkowski unit in 
K. (See Theorem 3.11.) 
The proof is based on results of [7], where a full list of finitely generated 
Zp-tOrsion-free and Zp[G]-indecomposable modules was given for groups 
considered here. 
Conditions of this type have been obtained earlier by D. Duval [2] in 
the case of real abelian fields with Galois groups of the type (p, p). The 
case of metacyclic fields with Galois groups of order pq, where p, q are 
primes, has been dealt with in [6]. 
By /-1 we denote the character group of an abelian group H. For any 
X~ To we choose a character )7 of T, whose restriction to To coincides with 
X. X~ and ~ denote the principal characters of 7"o and T, respectively. 
Finally, for any X in f" we set 
Let R be any commutative ring and let M, N be R[G]-modules. We 
treat Home(N, M) as an R[G]-module, with the action of G being defined 
by 
(xf)(m)= xf (x -  lm) 
for xeG,  m~N, and fe  HomR(N, M). 
Every cocycle Fe ZI(G, HomR(N, M)) (i.e., a map 
G -~ HomR(N, M), 
satisfying Fxy = xFy + Fx for all x, y e G) determines an R[G]-extension of 
M by N which is defined as the R-direct sum M•N on which G acts by 
x(m, n) = (xm + F~(m), xn) 
(m~M, heN,  xeG). 
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We denote this extension by (M, N; F), and in the cases where the choice 
of F is obvious we simply write (M, N). 
The following facts concernings Zp[-G]-modules are utilized in the 
sequel: 
(1.2) LEMMA [-7, Lemma 3.3]. For every j=0 ,1  ..... n-1  and every 
Y 6 7"o there exists exactly one (up to Zp[ G]-isomorphism ) non-trivial exten- 
sion of the Zp[-G]-module P:e e by Zpez:-, v. 
We recall that a acts on ~:e v as multiplication by ~ and on Zpez, ~v 
trivially. Any element ~ T acts on Pie v by the map ~, sending r to Cx~,) 
and on Zpe~,_~ v as multiplication in Qp[G], 
(1.3) THEOREM [7, Theorem 3.4]. Every indecomposable 
module is isomorphic to one of the following modules: 
Zpex, ~:e~,, and (~/ev, Zpex: iv), 
where X E T, Y ~ To, and j - -0 ,  1, ..., n -  1. 
Z?[G]- 
(1.4) LEMMA [-7, Formula 3.7)]. If X6 T has the form X= ~(J-IY, then 
Zp[-S] e x'~ (~Je?, Zpex/_l?). 
(1.5) THEOREM [-7, Theorem 2.4]. Every indecomposable Zp[~] ,  
T-lattice is isomorphic to ~Je x with a suitable 0 <~ j < n and X ~ ?'o. 
(1.6) LEMMA [7, Formula (3.5)]. The Zp[G]-modutes Zp[G] and 
t~ x~ ~- Zp[S] ex are isomorphic. 
(1.7) LEMMA (A particular case of [5, Theorem 7]). 
cyclic, then one has 
P ah Ko = ah ko h'~, 
where b = (m - 1)(m + 2)/2, and 
a = (EK: ELE~tL)'" E~m - 1 tL~Eko)" 
I f  the group T is 
(1.8) LEMMA [5, Lemme III.2]. Let F be a finite group, d its normal 
subgroup, and M an R[ F]-module such that M a = O. I f  we define the action 
of F/A on HI(F,  M) by the formula 
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for g~F,  x~l ' ,  and FcZ I (F ,M) ,  then the groups H~(F,M) and 
HI(3, M) r/~ are isomorphic. 
(1.9) LEMMA [-1, Corollary (3.45)]. Let M, N be R[F]-lattices and let 
F, F' be cocycles in Z l(F, HomR(N, M)). Then the extensions (M, N; F) and 
(M, N; F') are R[F]-isomorphic if and only if there exist 
a~AutREr3(M), b~AUtRtr3(N), ceHomR(N,  M), 
such that for all x ~ F, one has 
aFx (xm) - F'~ (xbm) = xc(m) - c(xm). 
II. UNITS IN METABELIAN FIELDS 
1. For any algebraic number field K we put: 
Ux is the group of units of K; 
V~ is the group of roots of unity in K; 
EK = UK/VK. 
If K/Q is normal with Galois group F, then Ex has a natural 
Z[F]-module structure, and in this section we examine it in the case where 
F=G is a metabelian group satisfying the assumptions tated in the 
Introduction. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. A unit u of K is said to be a Minkowski unit if EK 
is a cyclic Z[G]-module generated by uV K. 
If K is real, then it has a Minkowski unit if and only if it has a system 
of conugate fundamental units. 
We also consider the structure of the Zl[G]-module E~ ~ =EK|  for 
prime l. Using Theorem 1.3 we get some information about its structure 
(see (2.4) below), and this allows us to give a sufficient condition for the 
existence of a Minkowski unit in our case (see Theorem 2.8). 
In the sequel we repeatedly utilize the following lemma, which is an 
extension of a part of [8, Proposition 1.2] to the metabelian case: 
(2.2) LEMMA. For K as defined in the Introduction, one has 
(i) E s=EK, 
(ii) E~=EL, 
(iii) (E~ ~ " E~o) is a power of 2, 
(iv) (E~ T~ " Eko) is a power of 2. 
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Proof If ~(uVx)=uVx,  then a(u)U -1  is a root of unity hence equals 
1 or - 1 because K is real. Now a(u) = -u  would imply u = aP(u) = -u ,  a 
contradiction. This proves (i). 
To prove (ii) assume that for all t in T we have t(UVK)= UVK. AS in the 
proof of (i) we obtain t(u)= +_ u, thus t(u 2) = u 2 and u2~ L. Suppose that 
there exists t in T such that t(u)= -u .  If m is odd then we reach a con- 
tradiction as in the previous case. If however m is even then in view of 
GaI(K/L)= T, we obtain that the field L(u) is the fixed field of T 2, 
Lo=L(u)c~k is the fixed field of T2S, and thus [Lo :Q]  =2. Write 
Lo=Q(w ~/2) with a square-free integer w>l .  Obviously we have 
t(w 1/2) = -w and hence we can write u = aw ~/2 with a suitable a in L. Now 
+_ 1 = NL(u)/Q (U) = NL(u}/Q (aw ~/2) = NL/Q (a)2 NLo/Q (wP/2) 
= --wPNc/o (a) 2, 
showing that w p must be a square of a rational number, which is 
impossible. 
In order to prove (iii) observe that for any uVi(~ ETK ~ and t ~ T O we have 
t(u)= +u, whence (uVK)2~EKo . Since Er~ is finitely generated and 
every one of its elements is of order 2, (iii) follows. 
The proof of (iv) is a simple modification of the above argument. | 
2. To apply the above lemma we need the following easy fact: 
(2.3) LEMMA. I f  F is a finite group, M a Z[F]-module, and l a prime 
number, then (Zl | M) r and Z t | M r are isomorphic as abelian groups. 
Proof The Change of Rings Theorem (see [1, (8.16)]) implies the 
following isomorphisms: 
Zt |  M r ~ Zl |  Ext~ M) 
Ext~ Z I |  (Z t |  r- 1 
If l is a prime number and M is an Z[G]-module, then we write M (t) for 
the Zl[G]-module Z / |  Since the Zp-rank of the Zp[G]-module E~ ) 
equals pm-  1, it follows from Theorem 1.3 that we have 
b c 
E~ )~- @ Zpez%,| @ N~Je.~j 
i=1  j - l  
d 
G @ (~aheoh, Zpe'flh-'Oh), 
h=l  
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where (Pi, 7j, ~h9 7"o, O<~ Cj, dh, b~ <n (for every i, j, h), and b+ c (p -  1)+ 
dp=pm-  1. 
Observe that neither Zp nor modules of the form (:#, Z r, f )  can be direct 
summands in the decomposition of Ek p~ given above. Indeed, assume that 
a non-trivial (~, Z r, f )  is such a summand. By Lemma 1.2 we can choose 
the cocycle f so that f, = 0 (by putting f , ( l )=  (1 -  3)). It follows that for 
all t  9  and (0 ,1)  9  f )  we have t(0,1)= (0,1), whence using 
Lemma 2.2(ii) and the fact that S annihilates EL, we arrive at 
S(0, 1)= (0, 0). On the other hand, we have, however, 
S(0, 1)= f~,(1), p #(0,0),  
giving a contradiction. 
The same argument shows that Zp cannot be a direct summand. Thus we 
finally get 
b 
| 
i= l  
(b, ~p,) ~ (0, z l )  
c 
+| 
. j - -  1 
Zpexb~q~ i 
d 
~7 
h=l  
(~dheo~ , Zpe):ah-, ), (2.4) 
where ~o i, 7j, qh 9 f;o, 0 <~ CJ, dh, bi < n (for every i, j, h). 
3. Let, for Yin Toand0~<d<n,  
d Pr=pZp( (1 -~)  a le?,eza ,y) 
be a Zp[G]-submodule of (~Jer, ZpezJ. iy). 
For Pa)~ 1we also write simply pa. 
For any integer x we put .~-- 1 for non-zero x and s = 0 for x = 0. 
We now give a description of the Zp-structure of the group of units of 
subfields of K. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. I f  K/Q is an extension with a metabelian group G, as 
defined in the Introduction, then one has the following five isomorphisms of 
Z p-module s :
b c d 
(i) ~ko~'(P)-~ @ Zpexb, O @ P~@ @ (pah, Zpe~h ~), 
i=1  j~ l  h=l  
r -- Z1 "~] ~ Xl ?/h = Zl 
b i#O dh# 1 
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(ii) E~ p)~- @ Zpex%,G @ Pd~q h, 
i= l  h=l  
(bi, tpi) # (0, ZI) (dh, rlh) ~ (1, ZI) 
b d 
(iii) ~l~(P)"~ko __ @ Zpezb , (~ @ pdh,  
i= l  h=l  
cPi ~ ZI qh = ZI 
b~O dh~ 1 
c d 
(iv) Ey ~- @ eg'O) 0 eo ah, 
j 1 h=l  
qh = ZI 
dh~ l 
b d 
~r tE(P)~ .,. (v) ,,K/kt k I-- (~ pZpe?~ (~ (~ PdhOh , 
i=1  h=l  
(bi, fP,) ~ (0, Zl) (dh, rlh) ~ (1, Zl) 
where bi, cj, dk, q~i, 7j, qh are as in (2.4), b + c (p -1)+ dp =pm-  1, and 
b+d=m-1.  
Proof Observe that for non-trivial tpi, yj, ~/h the modules 
(Zpez%) r~ (~'~eTj) z'~ ( ~ahe ,~, Zpe.zdh ~,h) T~ 
vanish and thus (i) results from an application of Lemma 2.2(iii). 
To prove (ii) note that for any integer v and X in 7~o we have 
(~Vex.)s = 0. Using this fact consider now an S-invariant element 
((1-~)Waer,  bezw-,e) 
of (~ev ,  Zpez.,-t?;f), where YeT  o, O<~w<n, a~Zp[r b~Zp, and 
f ~ ZI(G, Homzp(Zpez~-, v, ~Wev)), with 
f~(ex.-,r) = (1 -~)Wev, 
such a choice being possible due to Lemma 1.2. Then 
a(1 -~)er=b , 
whence p divides b and we obtain 
(~ev,  Zpezw ~v; f )S=Py.  
An analogous argument establishes (iii). 
In order to prove (iv) we observe first that (Zpex)r= 0 holds for every 
non-trivial X~ T, and thus E~ p) cannot have direct summands of the form 
Zpex (X~ i"). Now (2.4) shows that only the submodules of (#'e r, 
Zpez~-l?) with Z w-~Ycz~ and those of ~We r can be direct summands 
of E~ m. 
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( (1 - -~)"aer ,  hez,, ~.) 
be a T-invariant element of 
(~"e> Z ,e  r ,~ ; f )  
with w, a, b, Y, and f as in the proof of case (ii). Then for any t in T we 
have 
1((1--~)Waev, be~,,-~) 
= (~,[(1 - r Y(t) er 
+bz ~'' 1y(t)f~(ez~ v),bg "' '~'(t) ez~ ~r) 
= ((1 - ~)w aev. bez. , v) (2.6) 
whence b=0 because Z w ~Y#z~. If Y-~Z~ and we choose t~To so that 
Y(t) r 1, then we get 
(1 -~)WaF( t )=(1  - r  
and this implies a= 0. Thus for Yr  g~ 
(~ 'e? ,  Zpez~-,?)T=o. 
If Y= Z~, then (2.6) implies 
gt, [(1 - ~)w a] = (1 -~)"a  
for any t E T, hence 
and we get 
(1 - -~)Wa6~wc~Zp[~]r=~'  
( : ' ,  Zpez. l )T=~g ' 
for wr  
To complete the proof of (iv) it suffices to show that (~w)r= ~ and 
(~Wee)T= 0 for Yr  Z1, and this can be achieved as in the previous case. 
It remains to deal with the case (v). Here we consider, as in the proof 
of (ii), the element 
A=((1 -~)" 'aev ,  bex~ ,~) 
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and obtain 
=bp( (1 -~)  w ' ev, e~ iv) 
because of f~ , - - (1 -  ~) f~/ (1 -  3). This shows 
vS(~We v, Zpez~. ,v )=P~,  
and since SZpex=pZpex  and SpWev--O holds for any Xe T and Y~ To, 
(v) follows. | 
4. Now we are ready to calculate two important indices: 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. If K is a metabelian f ield with Galois group G as in 
the Introduction, 
a = (Ex0 : ELE,(L) . . .  E :  ~(L)Eko), 
al = (E~ : NK/k(EK)), and b, c, d, yj, tl h are as in (2.4) (tf there is no sum- 
mand in (2.4) of the type Zpe;,, then we put b = 0), then 
(i) a= pZ, with 
z= (n? j -c j )+  ~ (n~h- -dh+l ) .  
j= l  h=l  
)7 = zl qh = ;(1 
(ii) al=pb. 
Proof Observe that Ko/Q is a metacyclic extension of degree pn with 
GaI(Ko/Q)-~ G/To. It is known that the index a is always a power of p 
(see [5, Theorem 10]) and thus we obtain 
n- -1  ~7(P) t~P(P)~ 
a= E~o): E --~,(L)'~--k0 /" 
i=0  
In the formulas below the indices i, j, h are assumed to satisfy r = 7j = 
qh = Z*" Applying Proposition 2.5(iv) we get 
c d 
E(e) ..~ ~ri(E(Lp) ) ~_ ~ ~i~j~ ~ ~i~h 
(rt( L ) - -  
j= l  h=l  
for i=0,  1 ..... n. Since {1, ~ ..... ~.-1} forms a Zp[~]r-basis of Zp[~] we 
obtain 
n- - I  c d c d 
i=0  j= l  h - - I  j - -1  h=l  
641/37,'1-6 
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Proposition 2.5 now implies 
]=1 t 1 h=l  
Since 
~n& @ ~ah = ~n~h ~ pZpe za h_l, 
we finally obtain (i). 
To obtain (ii) it suffices to utilize Proposition 2.5(v) noting that a~ is a 
power ofp. | 
5. Now we prove an arithmetical necessary condition for the existence 
of a Minkowski unit. 
(2.8) THEOREM. Let K/Q be a real metabelian extension with group G 
(as defined in the Introduction). 
n 1 
E~)-~Zp[r  @ @ (~Jee, ZpexJ ~v) 
j=0  x~;% 
(j, x)  ~: (1,)~1) 
holds if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
n - -  n 1 (b) hkohL-hKoP , 
(c) NK/k(EK) = Ek, 
(d) E~ p)'~ R~o pJ (as Zp[T]-modules). 
(ii) I f  K has a Minkowski unit, then (a), (b), (c), and (d) hold. 
Proof (i) Assume that (a) holds. Applying Proposition 2.7(i) we 
obtain a = pn~n-1) /2  and the application of Lemma 1.7 gives 
hKo p~n- 1)~ + 2~/z = ahkoh~ 
hence (b) follows. The condition (c) results from (a) and Proposition 
2.7(ii). To obtain (d) observe that for Y~ To and 0~< w<n we have 
pw Y -  ~ Zpex"-l?, 
(i) The isomorphism 
(a) 
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thus Proposition 2.5(ii) implies 
n--1 
E~ p),'~ (~ @ Zpezj tF = @ Zpex 
j=O YeTo x+f" 
( j .  V)# (1, Zl) X=)~l 
and (d) follows. 
Conversely, if (b), (c), and (d) hold then Proposition 2.7(ii) gives b = 0r 
and now from Proposition 2.5 we obtain d= m-1  and c = 1. The condi- 
tion (d) implies 
n--1 
E(k ?)~- @ @ PJr 
j=o Y~o 
(j, Y) :~ (1, Zl) 
hence by Proposition 2.4 
n--1 
E~)~-~'ex,(~ @ (~ (~Jev, Zpe~j-,r). 
j=o ve#o 
(j, V)# (1, Z94 
Now Proposition 2.5(i) implies X1 = 171 and, finally, by Proposition 2.7 
we have 
a=p(n(n 1)/2) + n~l Cl  
and this equality jointly with (b) and Lemma 1.7 gives cl = 0, establishing 
(a). Hence (i) is proved. 
(ii) If K has a Minkowski unit then a rank calculation leads to 
EK'~ RI, 
thus ~:(P)~ rap) Using this and Lemma 1.6 we obtain ~K --  * '1  " 
E(K p)~- (~ Zp[S]  ex(~(Zp[S]T/~Zp) , 
xe~ 
whence using Lemma 1.4 and the isomorphism 
we get 
Z~ES]~/~z.~z.[r 
EV ~ -- R? '  
n--1 
"~ Zp[g]  @ (~ (~ (~Je~,Zpez:-l?) 
j=o r~o 
(j, Y) :~ (1, Zi) 
(2.9) 
and (a) follows. | 
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II. MINKOWSKI  UNITS IN METACYCLIC  FIELDS 
1. In this section we restrict ourselves to the special case of metacyclic 
fields; i.e., we assume that the group T is cyclic. In this case the kernel of 
is trivial, i.e., no = l, T is generated by tl, and Z(tl) is congruent o an 
mth primitive root of unity r (mod p). 
Since every Z[-G]-module is an extension of a Z[ ,~] .  T-module by a 
Z[,T]-module, we obtain, using the description of the structure of Z[~] 9 
T-lattices given in [,13] (see also 28 of [1]), that every Z[G]-lattice M is 
isomorphic to 
(3.1) 
where 0~<ai, bj<m ( i= 1, 2, ..., a; j=  1, 2 ..... b), (s is a Z[T]-lattice, and 
9.I, ~3j are ideals of Z[~] v. The ideal class of 
a b 
i=1 j= l  
is uniquely determined by M. (Writing a Z[,G]-module in the form (3.1) 
we always assume that all extensions (pbj~j, (g) occurring there are non- 
trivial.) 
Recall that G acts on the ideal p wg.lj in the following way: a acts as 
multiplication by ( and tl acts as the automorphism ~t~. For brevity, 
instead of 7',j we write simply ~. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. I f  O<~ e <m and 9.1 is an ideal ofZ[~]  T then 
Hl(G, Homz(Ro, ~)e~.~))-~- { Z/pZ tf e=~l 
If e=l .  
Proof Since the Z-rank of R0 equals m-1  we can identify the 
Z[G]-module Homz(R o, peg.l) with M = (peg.I)" 1, where a acts on M as 
multiplication by r and 
tl(ao, al ..... am 2) = - ~(ai), ~(ao) ..... ~(am-3) 9 
i=0  
By Lemma 1.8 we have, in view of MS= 0, the isomorphism 
H~(G, M) ~- H~(S, M) G/s. 
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Putting, for any Z[G]-module X, X(p) - -Z(p) |  X (where Z(p) denotes the 
localization of Z at p) we now get 
Hi (S ,  M)  ~- Hi(s, M(p)). 
Now let c be a cocycle from ZI(S,  M(p)). Observe that c is a repre- 
sentative of a class fixed by G/S if and only if there exists v in M(p) such 
that 
yc~-  tl c~ = t l (1 -~)v ,  
where y = (1 - U)/(1 - 3). In fact, the relation 
t la t l  I =a  r 
implies that the cocycle c is determined by c~. Hence the class of c is fixed 
by G/S if and only if there is an element v~ M~p) such that 
t l l c t~at l  1 -c~= t l l c~- -  C~= (1 -- ~)V. 
With y = (1 -  Cr)/(1- ~) this condition takes the asserted form. 
Putting 
c~ = (Uo, ul ..... um 2) e M(p), 
one sees that the preceding relation is equivalent to the following system of 
congruences: 
m--2 
e+l )  yuo+ Z ~(ui) =0 (modp(p) 
i=0 
yU 1 -- ~r/(uo) -=-- 0 (mod p(p)e+l) 
yU,,,_2-- ~(Um_ 3) = 0 (mod p~ 1 ) 
Writing ui = (1 - ~)e Xi ' Xi E Z(p)[-~] we obtain 
(u , )  = (1  - ~)eye~(xi), 
and applying the congruences 
~(xi)  = xi (mod p(p)) 
and 
Y-= r (mod p(p)) 
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we obtain (writing ~i for a (mod p(p)) that the above system is equivalent to 
the following system of equations in the field Z(p)[~]/p(p);  
m 2 
r-.~o+? ~ ~ .f~=0, 
i=0  
r-~l -- ?eXo = 0, 
F'~m 2 - -  re'~,,n -- 3 =0-  
(&) 
If e = 1, then (&) has only zero solutions and this implies the second part 
of the assertion. If however e # 1, then (&) gives 
Xi = ~i(e -- 1 )Xo 
for i = 0, 1 ..... m-  2 and 
~0 ? fi(e l) =0 .  
" , i=0  
Since ?e-1 is a non-trivial mth root of unity, the sum occurring here 
vanishes, and thus (&) has a solution with any prescribed value of x0, 
which gives 
HI (G,  M(p)) G/s ~" Z /pZ,  
and the second part of the assertion follows. I 
2. We now prove three lemmas, which extend Proposition 1 and [12, 
Lernmas 1 and 2]. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let M1,  M 2 be Z[G]-modules. Assume that M 2 is cyclic 
with a generator e, a acts on M2 trivially, M1 is a direct sum of gt-invariant 
ideals of Z[r  and HOmzEGj(M2, M1)=0. If f, g are cocycles from 
Z~(G, Homz(M2, Ms)) then the extensions (M1, M2; f )  and (M1, M2; g) 
are Z[ G]-isomorphic if and only if there exist Z[ G]-automorphisms q)l and 
qo 2 of MI and M2, respectively, such that 
q~l(f~(e)) - g~(q~2(~)) - 0 (mod pM1). ( , )  
Proof The "only if" part of the assertion follows from Lemma 1.9 by 
putting F=f ,  F'=g, a=qh, b=q~2, x=a,  and m=e,  and using the fact 
that for every homomorphism c: M 2 ~ M~ we have 
~c(e) - c(cr~) = (r - 1) c(~). 
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To prove the "if" part, suppose that q~l, ~o 2 are automorphisms of M~, 
M2, respectively, and (,)holds. Using 
t 1 (7 i ~ ffr'tl 
we get 
(1 - ~r') Ft,(m) = (1 -~r~)F~(m)/(1 -~) -  ~i(F~(t~m)) (**) 
for all m in M2 and Fr  Homz(M2, M1)). It follows that 
F~(tlm) = - Y - l~(F , (m) )  (mod pMl), 
hence by (,) we get 
q91(f~(tle))=g~(q~2(tle)) (mod pM1). 
Now our assumptions about M2 imply 
q~l(f~(m)) = ga(q~2(m)) (mod pM1) 
for all m e ME and thus the formula 
c(m) = (~Ol (f~ (m)) - g~(q~2(m))/(~ - 1) 
defines a homomorphism c: M2 ~ M1. Since by (**) the cocycles f, g are 
uniquely determined by their value at a, we may use Lemma 1.9 to get our 
assertion. | 
(3.4) LEMMA. Let M=~= 1 p% where O<~el ..... eh<m are distinct 
and let q9 be a Z[  G]-automorphism of M. Then there exist 
u, al,..., ah ~ Z[ ~] r such that u is invertible and 
(i) u=ala2. . .ah(modPo) ,  
(ii) for all (xt, x2 ..... xh) in M, one has ((Xl ..... Xh)) = (alxl ..... ahxh) 
(mod P0). 
Proof Let v] be a Z[G]-generator of pej for j=O, 1 ..... h, which exists 
by [10, Proposition5] stating that in fact the modules pJ~A are 
Z [G]-cyclic. Put 
r ..., O, Vj, 0 . . . . .  0 ) )  = (a l j v  1 . . . . .  ahjVh), 
where a,je Z[r  for 1 ~< i, j~< h. Since q~ is a Z[~]-automorphism, for every 
j, one has 
vjt~ q~( (O ..... O, vj, O, ..., 0))= (vj ~(a~v,))~, 
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but on the other hand the left-hand side of this formula equals 
Thus 
vjq((O ..... O, ~(v j ) ,  o .... ,o})  
= e( (O .. . . .  O, v j q '(v~),  o . . . . .  o ) )  
= ~'(vj) r  ..... o, v,, o ..... o ) )  
= (~U(vj) a~jv,) , .  
Aij= }P(viao./vj)=viau/vj~Q(~) r for O<~i,j<~h. 
Clearly we have Aj j=aj jeZ[~] r for j=  1, 2 ..... h. If iC j  then eiCej and 
0 < Inp(Vi/vj)l < m, where np denotes the p-adic exponent in Q(~). Since A u 
lies in Q(~)r we get np(Au)-0 (rood m) and thus a v e p for i r  j. Thus (ii) 
follows with aj = ajj. 
Since q is an automorphism, the determinant 
h 
detl-au] = H ak (mod p) 
k=l  
must be a unit of Z[r If Sh is the hth symmetric group, then due to 
we get 
~d(au) = ~(vi/vj) viaij/vj 
~U(detEau])= 
h 
Z sgn6 H g~(ai~(i)) 
6e Sh i= 1 
h h 
sgn I-I aij H gS(vi/va,))vi/v~(i~ 
6~Sh i=1  i=1 
= det[au]; 
and this shows that u=det [au]  is a unit in Z[#] r. | 
(3.5) LEMMa. Let D be a diagonal h-dimensional matrix over Z[r 
with entries bl, ..., [~h and let bl ..... bh be the corresponding representatives in 
Z[~] T. Suppose that bl " 'bh is congruent (mod po) to a unit u of Z[~] r. 
Then D can be lifted to a non-singular matrix [aij] over Z[~] r satisfying 
(i) a i i -b  i (mod po)for i= 1, 2 ..... h. 
(ii) au=-O (modpo)for i~ j .  
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Proof If u=bl ""bh then the diagonal matrix with entries bl ..... bh 
fulfills the assertion, so assume that u r b l . "  bh. Choose 2 in Po so that 
(u -- b l"'" bh)/2 ~ Z[~] r \p o, 
and let x, ys  Z[r  r satisfy 
b2ba...bhX + (--1)h+l )h- ly= (u--bl ""bh)/26 Z[~]r \p  o. 
Now put all =bl+2X,  ajj=bj ( j=2  ..... h), aj, j+l =2 ( j=  1, 2 ..... h -  1), 
ah~--2y, and aij= 0 for all remaining pairs i, j. It is obvious that [aij] 
satisfies our needs. | 
-i i (mod ZT) form a Z-basis of the ring Ro. Put 3. The elements t 1 ~ t 1 
r ,=  (1 - ~)/(1 - ~r,) and for 
m 2 
b= ~ aiiileRo 
i=0  
Now define 
put 
and 
m--2 
Sb = ~" aiY i. 
i=0  
U1 = {She Z[~] \p 'b  is a unit of Ro} 
u= (z[ r  ~)*. 
We denote the images of U and U~ in the multiplicative group of Z[#]/p 
by 0 and 01, respectively. Note that 01 is a multiplicative subgroup of 
(Z[r because of 
Y i=- r  i (mod p). 
Now we are ready to evaluate the number of extensions of the 
Z[G]-module M by the Z[T]-rnodule R0. 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Let O<~ei<m ( i=1,2  ..... h) be distinct and not 
equal to 1 and let 
h 
M=• pe,. 
i=1  
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Then there are exactly ((Z[~]/p)* 9 G/T~) non-isomorphic extensions q/ 
M by Ro with the property that all extensions (p', R~) are non-trivial. 
Proof The argument closely follows the proof of [11, Theorem 6]. 
Let b=52,'L-o 2 af~ be a unit of Ro, f=( f i ) i  a cocycle from 
Z1(G, Homz(Ro, M)) with f ,~ZI(G, Homz(Ro, P"0) for each i. 
By (**) 
hence 
and we have 
f~ (t-il) - Y, ~ ' (L (1 ) )  = (1 - ~) f , ,  (t-i~), 
i f~([il) ==_ Y, gJ (f~(1)) (mod pM) 
in -- 2 
f~(b . i ) -  ~ aiYi~t'(f~(i)) (modpM). 
i=O 
Observe that due to 
pe,/pei+l ,~ Z[~] /p  "~ Z/pZ,  
~u induces the identity map on pe, /pe,+ 1 for i= 1, 2, ..., m-  2. 
Hence 
and 
e(Zo( i  )) - f~( i  ) (mod p e ,+ 1 ) 
(m? 
L(b . i ) -  aiYi L ( i )  
i 
By Proposition 3.2 we can write 
f~(i) = (sire1 ..... shmh) 
(mod pM). 
with s i~Z\pZ and miEpe'\p e'+l for each i. 
Now Sb lies in UI, 
m-2 
S b =-- ~ ai ri (mod p), 
i=0  
and 
f~(bi) - Sbf~(i) (mod pM). 
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Suppose that (M, R 0, g) is an extension with g = (gi)e and with all exten- 
sions (p e,, Ro;gi) non-trivial. Then g~(])= (t~m~ .... , thmh), where t~ Z are 
not divisible by p. 
By Lemma3.3 the extensions (M, Ro, f )  and (M, Ro, g) are 
Z[G]-isomorphic if and only if there exist Z[G]-automorphisms ~o~, q~2 of 
M and Ro, respectively, such that 
q~l(g,(] )) -- f~(q)2(| )) e pM. 
Since all automorphisms of Ro are multiplications by a unit, we get 
gol(g~(i )) -- fb(b 9 |)  e oM, 
where b is a unit in Ro. 
On the other hand, the Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 show that ~0~ is a 
Z[G]-automorphism of M if and only if there exist a~ ..... ah and a unit u 
in Z[r  r such that 
h 
H /7/i -~- U (mod Po)  
i=1 
and 
tp l (g~( | ) )=(a , t lm 1..... ahthmh) (mod pM). 
Hence the considered extensions are isomorphic if and only if there exist 
Sbr U1, u~ U, a 1 ..... ah in Z[~]  r such that 
(I) 5,{~= gbgr (Z/pZ)* ( i= 1, 2 ..... h) 
and 
h 
(II) 1-I 5,=ft. 
i=1 
We show that the conditions (I) and (II) hold if and only if 
h h 
1-[ t-~- I-I g, (mod 00~). 
i= l  i=1  
The necessity is obvious, and to establish the sufficiency assume that the 
last condition is satisfied. Then there exist u s U and Sb~ UI such that 
h h 
i= l  i=1 
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For i=2,  3, ..., h choose a~ in Z[~] ~ so that ~=Shg~t-/~. Further let 
a 1 ~Z[~]  T be such that 
.=  t 2 
A simple calculation shows that with this choice of the ag-s  the condi- 
tions (I) and (II) are satisfied. 
The assertion ow follows immediately. |
(3.7) COROLLARY. If(h, m)= ( (p -  1)/m, m)= 1 then 
( ( z [~] /~)*  : OO, ~) = 1. 
Proof It has been shown in [3, Lemma3.2] that the index i of 
U= U (mod Po) in the multiplicative group of the field Z[~]T/po satisfies 
i = ~(P - 1 )/m if (p - 1 )/m is odd 
(p - 1 )/2m otherwise. 
Hence 0 contains an element of order (p - 1)/m. Since b = t-~ is a unit in 
R o, thus Sb ~ U1 and 
Sb = Yh =- rh (mod p). 
But r h is of order m (modp) and (m, (p -1 ) /m)=l ,  hence we get 
(Z[~] /p)*= O0~ and the assertion follows. I 
(3.8) LEMMA. Let M be a Z[G]-module, as in Lemma 3.4. Then 
(i) For any prime l r  the direct sum M"I@R(oll is the only (up to 
Zl[G]-isomorphism) Z t [G]-extension of M (t) by R(o t). 
(ii) I f  (m, (p -1 ) /m)=l  and (h ,m)=l  then there exists only one 
Zp[G]-extension of M (p) by R(o p) such that all extensions (~%R(o p)) 
( j=  1, 2 ..... h) are non-trivial. 
Proof Observe that by the Change of Rings Theorem (see [1, Theorem 
8.16]) we have the isomorphism 
ZI|  Hi(G, Homz(p e, Ro)) = Hi(G, Homz~(p a)<, Ro)) 
and by Proposition 3.2 we obtain that every Z t [G]-extension of p,i by R(o t) 
is isomorphic to the direct sum p(/)G R(o z), whence (i) follows. 
To prove (ii) it suffices to note that Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, Proposition 3.6, 
and Corollary 3.7 remain true for the Zp[G]-module M (p) and the ring 
zfl-~] ~. I 
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(3.9) PROPOSITION. 
isomorphic to 
The Z[ G]-module R 1 = Z[G] /ZG is either 
m 1 
jval 
or to 
I 
j~ l  
where 9.1, ~B are suitable ideals of Z[r r. 
Proof Recall that for any Zp[G]-module M, 
M= {mM" ~Sm =0}. 
By (3.1) we have 
i=1 
with a + b = m. We may assume that the ideals ~i,  ~j  are all prime to p. 
Because of (2.9) and the Zp[G]-isomorphism Zp | p "~ ~, one gets 
i= \ j=  1 j=O 
j r  
Hence a simple calculation leads to 
a b m--1 
RF ~ ___ | ~~ | ~ ~ | ~J, 
i=1 j= l  j=0  
j:~l 
and now the uniqueness of decomposition into indecomposable 
Zp[G]-lattices shows that the set of exponents {ai, bj} occurring here 
equals {0, 2, 3 ..... m-  1 }. It follows that either a = 0 or a = 1 and al = 0, 
since otherwise R] p) would have a direct summand of the form ~J with 
1 <j<m,  contrary to (2.9). Thus we have either 
/m--1 t RI~-Z [~]gAG(  @ W,~ 
j=0 
j~-I 
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or  
f m 1 1 RI -  Z [~]~|  | p , , r  . 
j = o 
j r  
Note that 
Z[G]-isomorphism 
Ro~ SRI. 
It is not difficult to see that with a suitable cocycle f we have 
SR~ -~ { ((p/(1 -~))f~(b),  pb) :b~ fs 
whence by the map 
b~--,((p/(1-~))f~(b),pb),  bee  
the map ~ mod ZT~--, S~ mod Z(~ (~ ~ Ro) establishes a 
(3.10t 
we get SR~---~. This and (3.10) now give R0~ and the proposition 
follows. | 
4. Now we prove our main result, generalizing [6, Theorem 2]. To 
state it we recall the notion of the genus: if F is a finite group, then two 
Z[~]-modules M and N are said to lie in the same genus if and only if for 
every prime divisor l of #F  the Zt[~]-modules Zt |  and Z IQN are 
isomorphic 
(3.11) THEOREM. Let K/Q be a real metacyclic extension of degree pm, 
where p is an odd prime and m is a divisor of p -1  satisfying 
(m, (p -  1 )/m) = 1. Then 
(i) I f  K has a Minkowski unit, then 
m--1 ) 
where the existions (~, Ro) are non-trivial and ~ is an ideal of Z[~] r, 
(b) hkh"2/hx -- pro- 1, 
(c) Nr/k(Ex) = E~, 
(d) the field k has a Minkowski unit. 
(ii) The conditions (b), (c) and the condition 
(e) Ek and Ro are in the same genus, 
are necessary and sufficient for E~ to be in the same genus as R1. 
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(iii) I f  the class-number of the field Q(r equals 1, then the conditions 
(b), (c), and (d) are necessary and sufficient for K to have a Minkowski unit. 
Proof We need two technical lemmas: 
(3.12) LEMMA [6, Lemma 2]. Let G be a metacyclic group and 
let Mo, M1, N be Z[G]-modules. Let f ,  f '~Z I (G ,  Homz(M1,N))  and 
fomZl(G, Homz(M o, N). If  Homzt6](N, Mr )=0 and the extensions 
(M1,N, f ) ,  (MI, N , f ' )  are Z[G]-isomorphic, then with a suitable 
automorphism v of N the extensions (MoGMI~M1,  N; )Co, f, f ' )  and 
(Mo ~ M~, N, for, f )  9 M1 are Z[G]-isomorphic. 
(3.13) LEMMA [10, Proposition 1.4]. The set of elements of 
Z[G]/GZ[G] which are invariant under S equals S(Z[G]/GZ[G]). 
To prove the theorem assume first that K has a Minkowski unit. The 
conditions (b) and (c) result from Theorem 2.8 and the condition (d) 
follows from the obvious remark that if u is a Minkowski unit in a real 
normal extension of the rationals then the norm of u relative to a subfield 
is a Minkowski unit of that subfield. To obtain (a) it suffices to use 
Proposition 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 in the h= l, el =0 and then apply 
Lemma 3.12 and Proposition 3.9. 
Now suppose that EK and R1 are in the same genus. Then (2.9) shows 
that EK satisfies the condition (a) of Theorem 2.8 and using part (i) of that 
theorem we obtain (b) and (c). 
By (3.10) and Lemma 3.13 we obtain that the Z[T]-modules R1 s and Ro 
are isomorphic. This fact, Lemma 2.2(i), and the observation that if M, N 
are in the same genus then so are M s and N s, imply (e). 
Conversely, assume that (b), (c), and (e) hold. Since (e) implies the con- 
dition (d) of Theorem 2.8 the part (i) of that theorem implies that EK 
satisfies (2.9). Repeating the argument utilized in the proof of Proposition 
3.9 we obtain 
rn--1 ) 
(3,,, 
j~l 
or  
and 
EK----- zc~]  ~ '~ pJ,~ 
.= 
NK/k(EK) "~ {((p/(1 -- ~)) f~(b), pb) : b ~ ~ }. 
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Using (c) we arrive at Ex ~- ft. Thus by (e), (~ and R o are in the same genus. 
Let now l be a prime divisor of pm and assume that the ideals ~l, ~ are 
prime to pm. 
Using Lemma 3.8 for h = 1, e~ = 0 we obtain that there exists exactly one 
(up to Zp[G]-isomorphism) non-trivial extension of Zp[~] by R~ ;I -(~ip/ 
and any extension of Z~[~] by R~o ~1 is trivial for every prime l#p .  Thus, 
using Lemma 3.12 we get for any prime l 
and 
t rn 1 E~'= z , f r174  
i = 0 
j# l  
R~ '~-  z,[~]e G P~'~, R~o '~ ---Z,[~]e p~'~,R~o '~ . 
j=0  
j~ 1 .j~ 1 
Since flu) ~ R<o t)and there exists exactly one (up to isomorphism) exten- 
sion of ~ , , - i  p~V by R(o t) j=o.j~l (apply Lemma 3.8 for h=m-1) ,  we finally 
obtain 
E~= R] t~ 
for any prime l dividing pm and (ii) follows. 
To prove (iii) assume that (b), (c), and (d) hold. Since (d) implies (e), 
the proof of (ii) gives (3.14) with 
~ ~_ Ek"  R o. 
Since E K has the form stated in Proposition 3.9, we obtain that E K and 
R 1 satisfy (a), proceeding as in the proof of (i). Since h(Q(~) r) = 1, we can 
omit the ideals A, B in the decompositions of E K and Rl. It follows that 
both EK and R1 are, as Z[G]-modules, extensions of 
m--1 
zl-r | | 
j=0  
by Ro, but Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 3.7 show that there is only one 
such extension and thus EK and RI must be isomorphic. 
Since the necessity is contained in (i), the proof of (iii) is completed. | 
(3.15) COROLLARY. I f  K satisfies the assumptions of the theorem and 
h(Q(~) T) = 1, then K has a Minkowski unit if and only if 
m--I / 
@ @ Ro.  
)=0 
j~l  
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(3.16) Remark. If we drop the assumption (m,(p-1)/m)=l in 
Theorem 3.11, then the conditions (b), (c), and (d) still are consequences 
of the existence of a Minkowski unit. 
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